
FITNESS 
Due to ever-increasing enrollment in our fitness and exercise classes, the number of participants prohibits bringing 
children to class, not only due to space requirements but also the distraction of children to the instructor and class 
participants. 
  
MATS 
Participants are responsible for providing their own workout mat. 
 
YOUR FITNESS INSTRUCTOR'S QUALIFICATIONS 
All LPRD fitness instructors are required to attend ongoing workshops and in-service seminars to maintain current 
certification. CPR and First Aid certification are also required by our instructors. We are proud to ensure the best in a fun, 
safe environment. Participation in any activity does present an element of risk. LPRD recommends participants check with 
a physician prior to participation in a fitness class or sports activities. 
 
AVAILABLE CLASSES 
BOOTY BLAST 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 25. Shape and tone your booty, hips, thighs and core.  A blast of cardio booty 
moves put you in the burn zone.  Multiple movements that focus on “junk in your trunk,” are designed to give you 
glamorous glutes.  The Beat Driven Movement (BDM) to Hip-hop and pop hits make tushy toning a blast. Bring a mat. No 
class 7/4. Instructor: Mea Austin. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315018 A S 10:30-11:10AM 6/20-8/29 SPL-FR $43 
 
EXHALE 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 25. This infusion of yoga, Pilates, and barre will tone your core and elongate 
muscles. Deep breathing oxygenates your muscles and soothes your mind. A dark room with soft lighting creates a 
peaceful, calming environment. Modifications are made for beginners while challenging movements are offered for the 
experienced. We work every muscle, head to toe and increase flexibility. Bring a mat. Instructor: Mea Austin. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315009 A MW 5:45-6:25PM 6/15-8/26 ELRC-MR $74 
 
KNOCK OUT 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 25. Punch, jab and kick in this fusion of boxing, martial arts and aerobics done 
rhythmically to music. This total-body workout, this combo is fun, full of positivity and will “kick” your butt! This class offers 
a unique way to “knockout” stress and chisel your muscles. No class 7/4. Instructor: Mea Austin. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315075 A S 9:35-10:15AM  6/20-8/29 SPL-FR $43 
 
PIYO LIVE 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 20 (M\W) Min 6 / Max 12 (Fri). PiYo LIVE combines the muscle-sculpting, 
core-firming benefits of Pilates with the strength and flexibility of flowing yoga movements. You will use your body weight 
to perform a series of continuous, target moves to define every single muscle, big and small. No class 7/3. Instructor: 
Anna Oliver.  
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315020  A MW 7:10-8PM 6/15-8/26 SPL-FR $74 
  
POWER SCULPT  
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 20. The ultimate strength training program to build muscle. Challenge all of 
your muscle groups by using barbells, handheld weights and weight room exercises. Instructor will focus on teaching 
correct lifting techniques, use of repetitions and selecting the right amount of weights to optimize muscle growth. Not for 
the first-time weightlifter. No class 7/4. Instructor: Christie Ogunnowo. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315011  A R 5:45-6:40PM 6/18-8/27 SPL-FR $47 
 
PUMPED 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 25. Do you want more energy?  Do you want to change the way your clothes 
fit?  Get Pumped!  This class is designed to keep you from hitting fitness plateaus.  Kickboxing, free weights, body weight 
work, core, squats, cardio and Pilates are just a few of the genres in this class.  Beat Driven Movement (BDR) keeps you 
engaged.  We end with a deep stretch.   This full body workout burns calories, sculpts muscles and gets you pumped 
physically and mentally. Bring a mat to class. Instructor: Mea Austin. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315120  A MW 6:40-7:20PM 6/15-8/26 ELRC-GY $74 

http://lprd.org/activity?n=315018
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315009
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315075
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315020
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315011
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315120


 
TRX FLOW 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 6 / Max 9. Challenge yourself with a little flow, rhythm, balance and have the ability to 
work at your own level and pace in a safe and effective, non-impact environment. Build real strength and tone like never 
before in your arms, shoulders, back, derriere, and legs. Instructor: Melanie Johnson.  
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315107  A TR 9-9:45AM 6/16-8/27 SPL-LR $96 
 
TRX YOGA FLOW 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 6 / Max 9. A brand-new take on Yoga and TRX! Class will allow you to come into poses 
deeper and stronger than you ever thought possible. Release tension while building significant upper and lower body 
strength and mobility. Wake up the deepest layers of your core by improving your stability, durability and all-around 
movement with this combination class. Bring a Yoga Mat to class. All levels welcome. Instructor: Angela Baker.  
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315111  A TR 8-8:45AM 6/16-8/27 SPL-LR $96 
 
WEIGHTS EXPRESS 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 14. This class will get you in and out in 30 minutes twice a week. You will build 
strength through toning and utilizing a variety of equipment to sculpt all major muscle groups. Circuits and stations will 
also be incorporated into the program. Never the same boring routine, each class will different. Instructor: Teresa 
Kelley. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315023 A MW 5:30-6PM 6/15-8/26 SPL-FR $63 
 
WERK OUT 
Ages: 18 and Up.  Min 10 / Max 30. Let loose, laugh, shake, twerk, sweat, burn calories and lift each other up. It is a night 
out with the girls! Cannot dance – WHO CARES! THE LIGHTS ARE OUT! The music is pop’n and the only thing that 
matters is that you are having a good time. Shake your booty and tone the junk in your trunk. This is not a workout – it is a 
party. Instructor: Mea Austin. 
CODE SEC CLASS DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315100  A WO F 6:30-7:30PM 8/7 SPL-LR  $10 
 
YOGA, BEGINNER 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 8 / Max 10. This class is designed as an introduction to the practice of Yoga. Class is 
slower paced than an all-levels class and focused on developing clear and safe alignment in foundational poses. Come to 
learn, play, and maybe even break a sweat in a supportive environment. You don’t need to be able to touch your toes; you 
just have to be willing to try. No class 7/5. Instructor: M.A. Saunders. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315015 A SU 3-4PM 6/21-8/23 CB-DS $43 
 
YOGA EXPRESS  
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 20. Give yourself a break over the lunch hour and de-stress with an express 
yoga workout.  A total body workout practiced at any fitness level.  Various props provided such as blocks and straps to 
aide students in performing poses correctly. Instructor: Tatum Bandy. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315022 A TR 12:10-12:50PM  6/16-8/27 SPL-FR $74 
 
YOGILATES 
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 25. The best of both worlds -- the core strengthening of Pilates combined with 
the flexibility and relaxation of yoga flow. Focus on coordination, increased range of motion and balance for a complete 
workout. Please bring a mat to class. No class 7/4. Instructor: Fran Hopkins. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315121 A TR 5:30-6:25PM 6/16-8/27 CB-CR1 $74 
 
ZUMBA  
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 20. Zumba is rapidly becoming the next fitness sensation! Zumba aerobics 
incorporate Salsa, Belly Dance, West African and other World Dance moves in a FUN, party-like exercise format. You 
don't have to know how to dance to do Zumba. The easy-to-follow routines feature aerobics/fitness interval training with a 
combination of fast and slow rhythms that tone and sculpt the body. No class 7/3; 7/4. Instructors: Pat Middaugh (PM) | 
Amy Ash (AA) | Amy Whittaker (AW). 
CODE SEC INST DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE  
315000  A PM MWF 12:10-12:50PM  6/15-8/28 CB-GYM $91 

http://lprd.org/activity?n=315107
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315111
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315023
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315100
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315015
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315022
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315121
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315000


315000  D AA S 9-9:50AM 6/20-8/29 SPL-LR $43 
 
ZUMBA COMBO  
Ages: 15 and Up. Enrollment Min 10 / Max 20. Add variety to your Zumba workout with this class that meets twice a week. 
In one class, Zumba will take the "work" out of your workout by mixing low and high intensity moves for an interval style, 
calorie burning dance fitness party using Latin and World Rhythms. Your other class, Zumba Toning, brings the challenge 
of adding resistance using light weight maraca-like toning sticks that help define and tone your upper body, while still 
bringing the dance party element to bring you a full body workout!" Instructor: Anna Oliver. 
CODE SEC DAY TIME DATE LOC FEE 
315007  A MW 6-6:50PM 6/15-8/26 SPL-LR $74 
 

http://lprd.org/activity?n=315000
http://lprd.org/activity?n=315007
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